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In her monograph on Kivi cemetery, E.Šnore distinguished an earlier phase, phase I, which was summarily dated to the period 700 to 800 AD, i.e. to the second half of period F according to the division applied in northern Europe, or the end of the Middle Iron Age (E.Šnore, 1987, p. 29–30). The characteristic grave goods in male graves of the early I phase are a narrow-bladed axe, two tanged spear-heads and a scramans. Of the fibulae, oval fibulae have been found, but more commonly crossbow fibulae with poppy-head ends; among arm-bands there is the solid or hollow profiled arm-band. The female graves have crowns, neck-rings with saddle-and-hook ends or flattened ends, breast ornaments wound with bronze and with chains, and cuff-shaped and spiral arm-bands and hollow arm-bands with tapered ends (E.Šnore, 1987, p. 32).

Also dating to this same period is the Kalseni cemetery near the River Daugava at the town of Plavēps, excavated by V.Urtāns (Urtāns, 1962 p. 50–51). The Kalseni cemetery has several artefact forms not found with the contemporaneous burials of phase I at Kivi cemetery. In particular these are arm-bands with circular or polyhedral club-shaped ends, iron crutch-shaped dress-pins without bronze wire binding, cruciform pins; early forms of cuff-shaped arm-bands with a solid mid-rib and ribbon-like arm-bands with slightly broadened ends. On the other hand, Kalseni II cemetery lacks the solid and hollow profiled arm-bands characteristic of the burials of phase I at Kivi cemetery. Also, there is a row of artefact forms common to both cemeteries: hollow, arm-bands with perpendicular grooving and narrowed ends, cuff-shaped arm-bands with a hollow mid-rib, crutch-shaped pins wound with bronze wire, crossbow fibulae with poppy-head ends etc. If the burials with grave goods characteristic of phase I at Kivi cemetery and Kalseni II cemetery are dated to the eighth century, as in both of the publications, then there is an extremely large number of eighth century burials. The number of graves from the ninth century is approximately similar or slightly smaller, but there are comparatively few graves datable to the sixth and seventh centuries. Some researchers explain the rise in the number of cemeteries and burials in eastern Latvia in terms of an influx of people in the second half of the Middle Iron Age and the earlier part of the Late Iron Age (Urtāns, 1970, p. 68; Māgurdvīks, 1998, p. 23). Without denying the importance of this factor, it seems to the present author that this problem should also be discussed from the point of view of chronology. Clearly a proportion of the burials traditionally dated to the eighth century are earlier, and a proportion are probably later.

Secondly, the idea has become established in Latvian archaeology that the eastern branch of the Early Iron Age Collective Barrow Culture with a stone circle at the foot is to be associated with the Selonians, this view being based on the approximate correspondence of the distribution of the present-day Selonian ascending intimation and that of the above-mentioned barrows (Šturns, 1939 lines 38062–38067: 1 A, p. 179–180; Vaiks, 1998, p. 11). If so, then this area (Augsēnne and the River Aviekstebas basin) should have been inhabited by a comparatively large population of descendents of the people of the Collective Barrow Culture who maintained the distinctive features of their language over the centuries until the time when written sources mention the Selonians and then up to the present day. This inheritance should also be reflected in the material culture, which should be identifiable through archaeological methods. There should be a string of artefact forms that link the Barrow Culture with the flat cemeteries that supersede it. Traditionally the transition to flat cemeteries in Augsēnne and south-eastern Vidzeme is dated to the sixth and seventh centuries (LA, p. 149; Urtāns, 1970, p. 68; Vaiks, 1998, p. 17). Thus there should be a considerable number of sixth and seventh century burials. Analysis of the grave inventories of the earliest flat cemeteries and the latest barrows shows that such artefact forms common to both really do exist. Refining the chronology and distribution of these artefact forms would be a significant contribution to the resolution of the much disputed problem of Latgallian and Selonian ethnic origins. Particularly significant are these artefact forms which make it possible to link Latgallian and Selonian artefacts chronologically with forms found...
in other Baltic lands, especially since they make it possible to examine the chronology of Latgalian and Selonian artefacts in a European context.

At least 31 arm-bands with polyhedral club-shaped ends have been found in Latgalian and Selonian cemeteries. Their distribution in eastern Latvia is shown on the map (Fig. 1). Only a few examples of these arm-bands have been found in flat cemeteries outside of the area of distribution of Early and Middle Iron Age burrows. These include the northernmost find-spot at Jaunagulbenes Uluri (Excavations by A. Nore in 1922, burial no. 1. Collections of the Madona Museum of Regional History) and the easternmost find at Naustžemē Smiltnieki (Collections of the History Museum of Latvia, A 8085:6). Only six examples of such arm-bands are known from Augšzemē. One of these (A 5464) comes from a sealed grave inventory, grave P, barrow 6, group I, together with an iron crutch-shaped dress-pin with a flattened top (A 5463), an iron spear-head (A 5467), a curved knife (A 5468) and a narrow-bladed axe with a circular shaft-hole (A 5465). (E. Šnore, 1933, p. 11; Fig. XXI, XXVI:3; XXVII:4). On the basis of analogy with the Zvārdes Kokmuiza I hoard (Urtāns, 1977, p. 138-142), the burial can be dated to the fifth century.

We are more concerned here with the upper chronological boundary of these arm-bands. Arm-bands with polyhedral club-shaped ends have been found at Lejasēbete cemetery together with iron weapons (Burials 45, 56, 68, 133 and 197), which are sufficient to date the arm-band (A 11822:225) in grave 68 (Fig. 2:1-6) is found together with an iron crutch-shaped pin wound with bronze wire (A 11822:256). At Kālnieki II cemetery this arm-band type has been found together with a crossbow fibula with a flattened foot and a ribbed chord (Urtāns, 1962, p. 78; Fig. XXIV:1). On the basis of analogy with the fibula (Collections of the History Museum of Latvia, RDM I 3774) found with burial 1 in Ķepenes Salīpas cemetery (Katalog, 1896, Fig. 6:6), V. Urtāns dates this grave to the first half of the eighth century (Urtāns, 1962, p. 40). In Lithuania this type of brooch is dated to the seventh and eighth centuries (Tautavičius, 1966, p. 200-201). Since the fibula from grave 28 at Kālnieki II cemetery and a similar one from grave 16 (Urtāns, 1962, p. 76; Fig. XX:3) represent an early form of this type of fibula, then on the basis of the numerically larger Lithuanian material these may be dated to the seventh century, to the second half of this century at the latest. The inventory from grave 2 at Ķepenes Salīpas, which also includes an arm-band with polyhedral club-shaped ends (RDM I 3784) is clearly mixed and represents artefacts from various graves. It includes both the women’s cuff-shaped arm-bands, crutch-shaped dress-pins and a sickle, and the men’s owl fibula and narrow-bladed axe.

All in all it can be concluded that we do not live at our disposal secure material to date arm-bands with polyhedral club-shaped ends to a time later than the end of the seventh century. How does this appear in a European context? Along the middle Dnieper these are found mainly in the earliest, I, group of the so-called Antian hoards, whose upper chronological boundary is generally the second quarter of the seventh century (N. Grzybowsky, Obóz antyński, 1936, c. 55-128). Also in Lithuania such arm-bands are usually dated to the fifth and sixth centuries, or later at certain sites in western Lithuania (Kazakevičius, 1993, p. 118-119).

In discussing arm-bands with polyhedral club-shaped ends we have already touched on fibulae with a flattened foot and a ribbed chord. Like the arm-bands with polyhedral club-shaped ends, this type of crossbow fibula allows Latgalian artefacts to be chronologically associated with those found in Semigallia and Lithuania. Together with those from the Kālnieki II cemetery, six examples of such crossbow fibulae are known in eastern Latvia (Fig. 3). The author is aware of one more crossbow fibula of this type in Latvia (in Semigallia): one (A 3185) from the cemetery of Oši, grave 22 (LA, tab. 41:21; R. Šnore, 1929, p. 179, Tab. 2, Fig. 2:6) land another example, of silver, obtained as a stray find from Lieplapone cemetery (A 1831:1). Fragments of another silver crossbow fibula of this type have been found in Zemgale in Melotons Dūmpsji hoard. V. Urtāns dates this hoard to around the year 706 (Urtāns, 1977, p. 157; Fig. 64:3). The fibulae from Aizkraukles Lejasēbete (A 11847:530), Kruispils Dzeni (Collections of the History Museum of Regional History, JNM 150:11) and Aizkraukles Ludvigova (A 12007:52) are stray finds and so their dating is problematic. Typologically they closely resemble the fibulae from Kālnieki II cemetery. The fibula from Lieplapone was found together with other stray finds, such as a socketed axe, two socketed spear-heads and a narrow, early single-bladed sword. These serve to bring the fibula closer to the sixth, rather than the eighth century. It is slightly more robust than the brooches from Kālnieki. At Ķepenes Salīpas a crossbow fibula with a flattened foot and a ribbed chord was found in grave 1 together with a belt buckle with attached carved roose and belt fittings of bronze plate (Katalog, 1896, Fig. 14:15). Such ornamental motifs from this period has not yet been worked out in detail, and so the precise dating of the buckle in grave 1 at Salīpas is not known. The motif in the corners of the fitting, in the form of small pyramids in relief arranged in a net design, is known from the lateral parts of belt buckle pins from the Danube and the

---

2. Grave goods of Lejasēbete grave 68:
1 - axe (A 11822:254); 2 - crutch-shaped pin (A 11822:256); 3 - knife (A 11822:260); 4 - spiral ring (A 11822:259); 5 - spirals (A 11822:255); 6 - arm-band (A 11822:257); Grave equipment of Bokį barrow VIII, grave 5; 7 - ovlet (A 11777:363); 8 - knife (A 11822:362); 9 - crutch-shaped pin (A 11777:362); 10 - fragments of a buckle or dress-pin (A 11777:365); 11 - sickle (A 11777:361); 12 - arm-band (A 11777:359).
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bent Italy already in the D3 phase. According to a study by A. Ambro, these continued in use later on Gepidian and Marcomannian artefacts and are found in the Nsneiper area in the sixth and seventh centuries (Aspéro, 1970, c. 72–73), so it can be thought that the belt buckle from Salijas grave 1 can be attributed to the seventh century. At Salijas cemereory this fibula is more robust, and so is typologically slightly later than the fibula from Šalnieki II cemetery, and resembles the brooch from grave 22 at Šalnieki, but both are less robust than the largest Lithuanian examples. On the basis of the inventory of grave 22 (A. 3176–3193) at Šalnieki cemetery, which includes a scythe, two socketed spearheads, an ice-axe, a moderately massive battle-knife with a slightly broadened tip, a neck-ring with a faceted bow and saddle-and-book ends (R. Šnore, 1929, Tab. II, Fig. 2:2) a second neck-ring with button-and-loop ends (but as an arm-band) (R. Šnore, 1929, Table II; Fig. 2:1), a belt buckle with a metal end-piece and buttons (R. Šnore, 1929, Table II; Fig. 2:7) and a crank-shaped dress-pin with a large head wound with bronze wire, the fibula can be dated to the second half of the seventh century at the latest, or the early eighth century. All in all, the datings of the cross-bow fibulae with flattened foot and ribbed chord are in general accordance with the views of Lithuanian colleagues.

Arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends represent one of the most typical ornaments from eastern Latvia in the Middle Iron Age. There are two types: arm-bands are known from 40 find-spots (Fig. 4) (This figure does not include some arm-bands with no recorded find-spot). The distribution is seen in the following map. In general the distribution of arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends is in Latgalian cemeteries does not extend significantly beyond the distribution of the Collecting Barrow Grave Culture. As a separate group we may distinguish arm-bands, between which there is sometimes a net-like design. There are not many arm-bands in this group. Such arm-bands have been found in the cemetery of Bokji in a series of graves. Thus, in grave 24 of barrow 3 (a cremation grave) the arm-band was found together with a type A barbed and tanged spear, which according to the classification by M. A. T. Gáždites dates to the sixth century (A. Gáždites, 1974, p. 156–157); a leaf-shaped socketed spear-head, a narrow-bladed iron axe, a short, narrow, single-bladed battle-knife and a head-dress consisting of bronze plates and triangular pendants on chains of wire of triangular section (Fig. 5). Speaking in favour of such a dating is the fact that it is overlain by a later inhumation (grave 6) where the only grave good is an iron crutch-shaped dress-pin wound with bronze. Iron crutch-shaped pins wound with bronze are widely distributed in seventh to eighth century Selonian and Lategalian cemeteries and are found in grave inventories together with the iron crutch-shaped pins not wound with bronze wire, generally of earlier date, to be discussed below. An anologous arm-band has been found in grave 19 of the same barrow. A type A2 barbed and tanged spear (A. Gáždites, 1974, p. 157), a socketed spear-head, an iron awl with a segment-shaped handle, a short, short, single-bladed battle-knife broadened at the tip, a narrow-bladed axe, a crutch-shaped pin with a large head and an oval bronze buckle with a constriction (Fig. 6). Outside of Latvia, an arm-band with circular club-shaped ends with analogous ornamentation has been found in the Kozhevyevo hoard, which can on the basis of a general analysis be dated to the second and third quarters of the seventh century (Galas, 1996, p. 89–95). This hoard includes bow fibulae, one example of which has been found at Bokji in grave 23 of the same barrow together with a similar arm-band without the net design. Also there is a narrow-bladed axe, a short, narrow battle-knife, iron pinners and two bronze buckles (Fig. 7). V. Urtins in his article on the contacts between the inhabitants of Latvia and the Slavs dated the bow fibula from Bokji to the sixth century (Urtins, 1968, p. 74–75). This is the only fibula of Dnieper type in the area of present-day Latvia and has seemingly been obtained in an undisturbed grave, and thus allows the Selonian artefacts to be synchronised with southern Europe. These fibulae have been analysed in more detail by J. Verner in his paper on Slav bow fibulae (Verner, 1950, p. 150–172; Werner, 1960, p. 114–120; Verner, 1972, c. 103–108), and he dates this type to the end of the sixth and the seventh century. Such fibulae are very widely distributed along the middle Dnieper and are found mainly in inventories of the second and third quarters of the seventh century (Galas, 1996, c. 126; Prihodko, 1996, c. 79–83). Closer to the region under study, they have been found in the Masurian area, in Kosewo, Mrągowa region (former Ał-Koneś in the region of Zemburg) (Gaertt, 1929, p. 280; Fig. 211c; Okulecz, 1973, p. 479; fig. 245a) and the hilfort of Jela in Estonia (Jaanits, 1993, p. 15) these being the only arm-bands among the grave goods from this grave. A barbed and tanged spear has been found in grave 10 of the barrow, type B2 according to the typology proposed by M. A. T. Gáždites, dating to the seventh century (A. Gáždites, 1974, p. 168). Both of these graves mark the upper chronological boundary of the cemetery. Such an
5. Grave goods of Boki barrow III, grave 24:

Arm-bands has been obtained as a stray find in barrow 2, group III at Skalnis Silsi cemetery (E. Šnore, 1933, p. 20-21; fig. XXV:2). Other artefacts found in the same barrow such as iron cruciformed pins without winding of bronze wire, triangular bronze pendants and thin ribbon-like brooches with slightly broadened ends make it possible to generally date the barrow to the seventh century. Not found here were the slightly later iron cruciformed pins wound with bronze wire and early forms of cuff-shaped arm-bands which would suggest a later date - the late seventh or early eighth century. Similar arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends have been found at Aizkruva (RDM 1651), Jerskas Ruža (Collections of the Latvian History Institute of the University of Latvia VI 298:1) and Krustpils market garden (DVM 1567:1). The examples mentioned, particularly the material from Boki, makes it possible to generally date the group 1 arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends with a characteristic ornament of perpendicular lines to the mid-seventh century, or the second half of the seventh century at the latest. Arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends covered with a plaided design can be seen to be synchronous or slightly later. This is shown by analysis of the inventories of graves at Lejasbērīti and Boki cemeteries which contain such arm-bands. Arm-bands with circular club-shaped ends and a plaided design have been obtained from 19 graves at Lejasbērīti cemetery and seven graves at Boki. Of most interest to us are those grave inventories where they have been found together with other ornaments. In grave 64 at Lejasbērīti such two arm-bands (A 11822:242-243) have been found together with a cruciformed pin without bronze wire and a bronze neck ring with a very narrow, almost triangular bow. The arm-band has been found together with this early form of pin in grave 5, barrow VIII at Boki (Fig. 2: ). In graves 23, 27 and 36 at Lejasbērīti and graves 3 and 16, barrow III at Boki they have been found together with cruciformed pins wound with bronze wire. Also, the inventories of graves 23, 27 and 73 at Lejasbērīti also included neck-rings with saddle-and-hook ends wound with bronze wire of triangular section. In graves 48 and 84 at Lejasbērīti and grave 16, barrow III at Boki such arm-bands were found together with group B barbed and tanged spears according to M. Aghtgis classification (Aghtgis, 1974, p. 158-159). In the inventory of grave 71 at Lejasbērīti arm-bands with club-shaped ends (A 11822:268) and a plaided design were found together with a fine torectic neck-ring, rhombic at the back, with a bent back end (11822:265). These artefact forms generally relate to the seventh century. One of the latest is Lejasbērīti grave 21 (11823:384-297), where arm-bands with club-shaped ends and a plaided design have been found together with a neck-ring with flattened ends, whose broad ends place it among eighth century forms. The grave inventory also included two iron cruciformed pins wound with bronze wire, spiral rings of triangular wire, and necklaces of spirals and ornamented rings of bronze plate, as well as a sickle-shaped knife. All in all these arm-bands from Latgallian and Sclonian monuments can be dated to the second half of the seventh century, or, exceptionally, to the eighth century at the latest. Iron awls with a segment-shaped handle are dated to the sixth and seventh centuries. Thirteen examples of such awls are known in Latvia. The distribution is shown in Fig. 9. Examples have been found in grave 19 of Boki III barrow, already mentioned (Fig. 6) and in grave 5 of Barrow VIII (Fig. 2:7-12). A similar awl (E. Šnore, 1933, p. 65; fig. 19:55) has been found at the Kivište settlement which pre-dates the cemetery, allowing us to date its appearance to a time earlier than the graves of phase 1 at Kivište cemetery, which ended in the sixth century. The grave equipment from Lejasbērīti grave 17 (A 11822:25:33) can be dated to the seventh century on the basis of the unusual crossbow fibula with poppy-head ends and dot-like projections on the foot (A 11822:25); the arm-band with round club-shaped ends and plaided ornamentation (A 11822:26); the end-fitting of a belt (A 11822:33). Important for the dating of this type of awl is grave 10 at Krustpils Mounts Kainjū, containing an awl (DVM 1459:4), which, judging by the fibula with a cruciform foot found in the grave, is slightly earlier, dating from the late sixth century. The fibula with a cruciform foot have been dated by earlier researchers such as Åberg (Åberg, 1919, p. 122) and Gaerte (Gaerte, 1929, p. 269) to the sixth or seventh century, while more recently V.Kazakevičius (Kazakevičius, 1993, p. 111-112) and J. Okulieze (Okulieze, 1973, p. 48) have dated them to the fifth and sixth centuries. During the period under study triangular pendants are characteristic of Latgalian and Sclonian cemeteries. Triangular pendants have been used together with belts as components of head-dresses, for example at Naunris Šimlaitne, grave 16 (Fig. 10), grave 21 (Urtāns, 1972, p. 71; Fig. 10), Åbeļu Boki barrow III, grave 7 (Urtāns, 1972, p. 68; Fig. 3) and 24 (Fig. 5). Tie have also been used on necklaces and breast ornaments, for example at Lejasbērīti, graves 33, 84 (Urtāns, 1972, p. 69, 72). Their area of distribution is shown in the map (Fig. 10). As can be seen, the distribution coincides with the distribution of the artefacts also discussed which date from the seventh century, which already serves as evidence that they generally belong to the seventh century. Important for the dating of triangular pendants is the inventory of grave 27, Rataļiņi cemetery, which E. Šnore dates after Åberg to around the year 600 (E. Šnore, 1933, p. 19, 56-57). In addition to the pendants, which were found near the head, probably rep-
7. Grave goods of Boji barrow III, grave 23:

1 – arm-band (A 11777:94); 2 – bow fibula (A 11777:95); 3 – axe (A 11777:98); 4-5 – buckles (A 11777:96); 6 – binding (A 11777:97); 7 – plate metal ring (A 11777:97); 8 – pincers (A 11777:100); 9 – binding for handle of a battle knife (A 11777:99); 10 – battle knife (A 11777:99).
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presenting an ornament for a cap, there were two socketed spear-heads, a bronze cross-bow fibula with a cruciform foot, three arm-bands of bronze wire of circular section with flattened ends and the remains of a leather belt with metal fittings. The grave inventory further contained two bronze spurs, spirals for attachment of the narrow, long battle-axe or single-bladed sword and a narrow-bladed iron ax with a circular shaft-hole. The dating of the cross-bow fibula with a cruciform foot has already been discussed in connection with the similar fibula from Kurtnieši Māntas kalniņš. Certainly, triangular pendants have not been found in fifth century graves and graves from the first half of the sixth century in Latvia. Most likely this grave can be dated as E.Šnore has done to the late sixth century. In support of such a late date we may cite the presence of arm-bands analogous to the Ratalaži arm-band in the Koziyev hoard together with Slav Dnieper type seventh century bow fibula (Bügelfibel) (Gasparyan, Obņoskov, 1966, c. 89–95, 238). That triangular pendants date from the seventh century is also evidenced by the above-mentioned inventory of grave 24, barrow III at Boki. In grave 16 at Nautēnu Smiltaine triangular pendants have been found together with an iron crutch-shaped pin not wound with bronze wire, and with a very early form of neck-ring with flattened ends, and lenticular arm-bands of plate-metal with slightly broadened ends (Fig. 9).

Both iron crutch-shaped pins and the arm-bands mentioned are usually found in graves together with the artefacts already analysed. Iron crutch-shaped pins are found already at Semigallian fifth-sixth century sites such as Dobele Bāzā (LA, Table 41:2b). However, they differ in form from those found in the Latgalian and Selonian area. The wire that comprises the head of the early Semigallian crutch-shaped pins usually extends downwards along the stem of the pin and is bent back perpendicular to the head. The earliest iron crutch-shaped pins characteristic of eastern Latvia not wound with bronze wire are already represented at Kivi settlement, whose upper chronological boundary is dated to the sixth century (E. Snoere, 1978), and in the seventh century, most likely in the second half of the century, winding of triangular bronze wire appears. The distribution of iron crutch-shaped pins not wound with bronze wire is shown in Fig. 11). Other artefact forms (arm-bands of plate bronze with slightly broadened ends; arm-bands with thickened, hollow ends and plated ornamentation), which have not been analysed in more detail also belong among those Latgalian artefact forms that are generally characteristic of the seventh century. However, the distribution patterns which are similar to those of the artefact forms already mentioned indicate that they generally belong to the seventh century, or the early part of the eighth century at the latest. Other later forms: cuf-shaped arm-bands, solid and hollow profiled arm-bands, are also found in cemeteries further to the north and east, established in the second half of the eighth and the first half of the ninth century. All in all may conclude that phase I may be distinguished in the development of flat cemeteries of the Latgalian and Selonian area, generally consisting of a group of artefacts datable to the end of the sixth and the seventh century: triangular bronze pendants, the early ribbon-like arm-bands with slightly broadened ends, arm-bands with circular and polyhedral club-shaped ends and iron crutch-shaped pins not wound with bronze wire. The area of distribution of these artefacts indicates that the transition to flat cemeteries in the Aiviekste basin most likely took place in the late sixth and the first half of the seventh century, and even later in Augšzeme, where in Boki the dead were still buried in barrows in the ninth century. The formation of the Flat Cemetery Culture is closely linked to the area of the Collective Barrow Culture - not only the Selonian area, but also the Semigallian Barrow Culture area in western Vidzeme, since the earliest flat cemeteries extend only slightly outside of the area covered by these barrows. One such area is the Aiviekste basin and the shore of Lake Lūbāna (Cesvaines Luces; Bērzpils Bonificavci and Nautēnu Smiltaine) and the vicinity of Kurtnieši and the lower reaches of the River Dubnas (Dreimani and Jersikas Raži; Jasmužnie Dzeriņi).

**LITERATURE**


Lietuvy būdavo iš trečiosių iš visų etninių būdų, kurie šį laiką buvę įvairiai susiję su daugybę kitų etninių grupių. Lietuvos archeologai išlikęs įvairiai mediniai ir kultūriniai paveldai. Tarp jų yra žinomi daugybę archaizmo laikų kultūrų, tokių kaip Lietuvos baržų, kurių paveldas išlikęs iki šiandien. 

Iliustracija: Archeologinis kultūros paveldas. 

Archeologai ir inovatorių lietuviškos sostės, tokių kaip Lietuvos baržų, kurių paveldas išlikęs iki šiandien. 

II latvų kalbos vertė E. Vasilievičius